INSTRUCTIONS FOR USING THE WILSON™

Congratulations on purchasing The Wilson™, a state-of-the-art digital voice recorder.
The following are instructions for its use:

Batteries:
Requires two (2) AAA batteries (not included). To insert batteries, remove the battery cover from the back of The Wilson™ and insert batteries with negative (-) end against the springs. Once the batteries have been inserted, The Wilson™ will beep twice to indicate it is operational. Replace the battery cover.

Note: When batteries are removed and replaced, The Wilson™ will retain all existing messages.

Recording
Set the “LP/SP” selection switch to desired position. LP means long play (recording time is double that of standard play). SP means standard play (half the recording time of LP), but with better recording sound quality.
To record, press the Record button (Rec). After a beep, speak in the direction of The Wilson™. An LED light will flash indicating that The Wilson™ is recording.
To stop recording, press the Play (Play) button The Wilson™ will beep twice, indicating that the recording has stopped. Alternatively, The Wilson™ will automatically delete the oldest message if the memory card is full.

TO PAUSE THE RECORDING: Simply press the record (REC) button again the LED light will stop blinking indicating that the recording has been paused. To resume recording press the button again the LED will begin flashing again indicating that the recording has begun. Alternatively, The Wilson™ will automatically delete the oldest message if the memory card is full.

You can record messages of total length / recording time of up to 12 hours using LP mode!

---

Play Back
To play back your message, simply press the Play (Play) button. To stop play back, press the Play (Play) button while playing. Once a message has been played back in its entirety, The Wilson™ will beep once and the LED light will flash once.
If more than one message has been recorded, The Wilson™ will play back the most recently recorded message first.
Each time the Play (Play) button is pressed thereafter, The Wilson™ will play all recorded messages oldest to newest.

To Pause the Playback: Simply press the Play (Play) button again the LED light will stop blinking indicating that the playback has been paused. To resume playback press the button again the LED will begin flashing again indicating that the playback has been resumed.
The “LP/SP” selection switch has no effect during play back.

Deleting Messages:
To delete a message, press the Delete button (Del) twice in quick succession while playing the message you wish to delete. The Wilson™ will beep twice to indicate the message is being deleted.

Delete All Messages:
To delete all messages, press and hold the Record (Rec) and Delete (Del) Buttons for 5 seconds and all the messages on The Wilson™ will be deleted. The devise will beep once to indicate all the messages are deleted.

Volume Control:
When you install the batteries (not included) the volume is then set to mid level, pushing the button three times to set to the lowest volume. Continue to press the button until desired volume is set.

If Memory Card is Full:
The Wilson™ will automatically delete the oldest message.

CM (Check Message Button)
Press the CM button located on the side of The Wilson™ and it will announce how many messages are stored on The Wilson™.

Play the Selected Messages Press and hold the CM button to hear message count “one, two, three, etc…” release the CM button when you have reached the message you want to play back.
Reverse Order of Messages Just press Play (Play) button and hold, it will go back one message automatically.
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A Word About Batteries
Always use high quality batteries in the recorder - low quality batteries will cause the low battery indication beep to go off. Never use rechargeable batteries.

Ear Piece: Insert the plug in the hole on the top of The Wilson™ Make sure the plug is depressed all the way as the ear piece will not receive sound if the plug is not inserted all the way in.

DISCLAIMER
No liability is assumed, directly or indirectly, for any damage of loss resulting from the use of The Wilson™. The manufacturer assumes no responsibility for improper use, damage, repairs defects, battery use or replacement, or any other costs. Repair or replacement, as provided under the Limited Warranty, shall be the exclusive remedy of the manufacturer. Talk to the Wilson, LLC. shall not be liable for incidental or consequential damages resulting from the use of The Wilson™ or arising out of any breach of any express or implied warranty with respect to The Wilson™.

LIMITED WARRANTY
Talk to The Wilson, LLC. grants a limited warranty for The Wilson™ for 1 year from the date of purchase.
Please retain the sales receipt, as proof of purchase is required.
During the warranty period, The Wilson™ is eligible for repair or replacement in the event of defects in materials or workmanship. In such cases, the defective product will be repaired or replaced as determined by Talk to the Wilson, LLC., in its sole discretion. Notwithstanding the preceding, this limited warranty does not cover damages caused by accident, improper use of unauthorized modifications. In addition, this limited warranty does not cover expendable materials and defects which constitute normal wear and tear.
Please contact Talk to the Wilson, LLC. via our website (www.talktothewilson.com) for limited warranty questions or service.
Please note Retailer is not responsible for warranty claims.

Warranty Claims to be mailed to:

Talk To The Wilson, LLC.
10105 E. Via Linda #103 - 196
Scottsdale, AZ 85258